DISCOVER PROMISE IN EVERY JOURNEY
DEDICATED TO ACHIEVEMENT

Consistently harnessing your abilities for daily success can forge an enduring history of accomplishment.

From its first flight, the G550 set new standards for range and avionics innovation. It continues to define its class, delivering the best range, cabin comfort, payload and mission capabilities with remarkable reliability.
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SETTING THE PACE
CREATING NEW OPPORTUNITIES

With a maximum range of 6,750 nautical miles/12,501 kilometers, the G550 transforms international destinations into business as usual.

NBAA IFR theoretical range. Actual range will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options and other factors.
RELAXED AND REFRESHED

TRAVEL AT YOUR BEST

Comfort and functionality define the G550 cabin. Seating for up to 19, an ultraquiet cabin with 100 percent fresh air and optional high-speed Jet ConneX allow you to focus on the priorities at hand.
High-thrust engines, better fuel-efficiency and the best maximum payload in its class mean the G550 carries more of your essentials for greater distances with a low fuel burn.

Add its maximum altitude of 51,000 feet/15,545 meters, and it’s easy to see why the G550 has become a preferred aircraft around the world.
Four living areas, the ability to sleep eight and the choice of a forward or aft galley are part of the G550 design flexibility that maximizes your performance.

A low cabin altitude and 100 percent fresh air provide a refreshing, breathe-easy environment that ensures travelers are comfortable en route and refreshed on arrival.

The 14 windows in the G550 are more than twice the size of those in some competing aircraft, infusing the cabin with productivity-boosting natural light and adding a sense of spaciousness.

The G550 introduced the PlaneView flight deck and enhanced and synthetic vision to business aviation, earning the prestigious Robert J. Collier Trophy. Highly adaptable graphic displays and Cursor Control Devices further advance the cockpit innovation.

Reach more destinations around the world in the G550. Its performance capabilities mean you can land and take off from high-altitude runways without sacrificing passenger capacity or payload, as some other competing aircraft must.

With maintenance facilities around the world, Field and Airborne Support Teams (FAST) and personalized customer service, operators never fly beyond the reach of Gulfstream Customer Support.
With nearly 600 in service, it’s clear the G550 will remain an iconic aircraft, a testament to its proven dependability, outstanding long range and payload.
TIMELESS POTENTIAL

READY FOR EVERY MISSION

Wherever your business takes you, the G550 offers the range, comfort, performance and payload capabilities that allow you to capitalize on every opportunity.
THE GULFSTREAM PROMISE

How we serve you is just as important as how your aircraft performs. By striving to delight you with every interaction, we deliver a memorable experience that enriches your journey.